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Disclosure
Information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment advice, but is limited
to the dissemination of general information on products and services. This information should not be
construed as an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned
herein.

This presentation should not be regarded as a complete analysis of the subjects discussed. All
expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the adviser as of the date of the presentation and are
subject to change.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Therefore, no current or prospective client
should assume that the future performance of any specific investment or strategy will be profitable or
equal to past performance levels. All investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss.
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any
specific investment or strategy will be suitable or profitable for a client's portfolio. There are no
assurances that a portfolio will match or outperform any particular benchmark.

ZEGA Financial LLC (“ZEGA”) claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards
(GIPS®). GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this
organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein. To receive a
full list of composite descriptions of ZEGA Financial and/or a GIPS report, contact
jay.pestrichelli@zegafinancial.com.

Except where specifically identified otherwise, all performance data in this presentation is the
performance of the Separate Account Strategy.



About ZEGA Financial LLC
“ZEGA partners with advisors to deliver 

options-based solutions that clearly 
define and align potential returns with 

an individual client’s risk profile.

We combine over 150 years of trading 
experience with our passion to develop 

forward-thinking strategies that 
distinguish both our firm…and yours. 

Never forgetting our adherence to the 
strictest  of ethical codes.”

Jay Pestrichelli, Founder & CEO

 SEC Registered Investment Advisor founded in 2011

 ~$2.6 billion in assets under management (AUM) as of 
December 31, 2023

 Conservative market positioning that encompasses hedged 
equity, alternative income, alpha generation and more

 Claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance 
Standards (GIPS)

 Authors of the best-seller on hedged equity: “Buy and 
Hedge: The 5 Iron Rules for Investing over the Long Term”

 Established as a source for option insights on numerous 
financial media
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Alternatives as an asset class
In the news, but do they warrant a slice in your client’s portfolio?

Alternative Funds Are Winners in 2022
Many alternative strategy funds are 
successfully playing defense for investors in a 
brutal market.

Wall Street Concedes There Is 
Finally an Alternative to Stocks
March 5, 2023

Over the past 30 years, Yale 
dramatically reduced the 

Endowment’s dependence on 
domestic marketable securities 

by reallocating assets to 
nontraditional asset classes

“Fidelity launches new 
alternative investing 

fund…”
September 8, 2022

“Total options volume 
was 3.4 billion contracts 
in 2022, the third 
consecutive record-
breaking year.”
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ZEGA’s High Probability Option Strategy

HiPOS trades profit when 
equity market stays within 

projected parabolic range of

95%
Any sophisticated trading strategy benefits from an equally 

sophisticated communication effort. ZEGA’s multi-channel approach 
keeps clients informed and account actions transparent.

 ZEGA’s proprietary model generates alternative 
income from the natural time decay (extrinsic value) of 
short-term options

 As the name indicates, HiPOS trades index option 
spreads with a high probability (>95%) of success…

 Without exposure to rising interest rates…

 In a liquid portfolio that can provide monthly returns…

 With lower volatility than equity indexes
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HiPOS Income
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 Targets an annual return of 3-6%

 Includes a mix of treasuries and 
HiPOS Conservative positions

 Provides lower volatility than 
broad bond markets 

 Complements a fixed income 
allocation without compounding 
interest rate risk in the portfolio An
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HiPOS Conservative

 Targets an annual return of 8-12%

 Selects option positions based on 
the highest probability of success

 Presence of black swan risk makes 
this version suitable for 
sophisticated investors

ZEGA offers a more aggressive 
version of HiPOS, but the 

consequential level of risk proves 
suitable only for accredited 

investors.
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The risks of investing in HiPOS

 Fast-moving market declines represent one of the 
most significant risk in the strategy

 Options create implied leverage meaning HiPOS
controls more stock than it could otherwise 
purchase applying the same amount of capital in the 
underlying equity market

 Losses in the strategy may quickly accelerate in 
down markets due to this implied leverage

 The impact of a black swan event will vary based on 
the conditions of the trade cycle

Due to black swan risk, 
ZEGA recommends 

HiPOS allocations don’t 
exceed

20%







For more information – including short videos, 
podcasts, blog posts – on the entire family of 

ZEGA strategies and ETFs please visit: 
ZEGAFinancial.com

Service@ZEGAFinancial.com (email)

@ZEGAFinancial (Twitter)

ZEGA Financial LLC (LinkedIn)

https://twitter.com/ZEGAFinancial
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zega-financial-llc/


Appendix: GIPS Compliant Disclosure
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